“Arts Create Hope” created by Shannon Downey aka Badass Cross Stitch for Americans for the Arts - November 2021

Instructions:

While I always encourage artists and makers to use whatever colors and stitches that they like, the details below will guide you should you want to exactly replicate the original design. Beginners can eliminate the french knots and focus exclusively on satin and back stitch. But, truth be told, french knots are super fun and not that hard to learn so I encourage you to push yourself!

This pattern is sized for a 9-inch embroidery hoop.

DMC Floss colors: 35 310 666 744 971 973 987 3805 3807 3844

Stitches: Backstitch Satin Stitch Rhodes Stitch French Knots

Remember to always credit pattern-makers with a tag on social media - @BadassCrossStitch

HOW DO THE ARTS CREATE HOPE FOR YOU?
Share your art and story with the hashtag #ArtsCreateHope and tag @Americans4Arts
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